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Version
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Level G1N

Education level First cycle

Course identifier HEE31A

Credits 7.5 cr

Main field of study English

Subject group English

Disciplinary domain Other fields 50.0 %
Humanities 50.0 %

Learning outcomes Upon successful completion of the course, students will be able to:
 
- demonstrate knowledge of the personal narrative genre forms, and apply that knowledge in
creative and critical practice
- display a growing awareness of authorial viewpoints, and of how readers interpret and
construct texts
- write within a range of creative response forms and demonstrate awareness of narrative and
poetic effects
- develop a variety of creative response methods and activities
- approach written English tasks with increased ease and fluency.

Course content This course examines the interrelationship between reading and writing, and aims at exploring
alternative response methods to literature. This course emphasizes the creative and interactive
nature of reading, using the genre of personal narrative. Creative written responses are used to
explore the primary texts, and are also intended as language practice.

Teaching Course is an e-course, and is given online. Interactive discussion seminars via an online
chatroom on Blackboard's electronic platform and discussion forum postings and exchanges.

Prerequisites En B (specific entry requirements 2)
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Examination Active preparation, participation and completion of all individual and collaborative
assignments (reading assignments, virtual classroom discussion seminars and discussion
board responses, individual and collaborative written assignments.)

Grade A, B, C, D, E, Fx, F

Other regulations (you may order other English text editions than those listed, if needed)

Sustainable
environment

Content with sustainable development is not relevant to this course.

Module 
0010   Creative Reading/Creative Writing: Personal
Narrativ

7.5 cr Grade: AF


